Historical Context

Alliance of the 1970s
The distinctive nature of the South Korean worker-intellectual alliance is his torically constituted?that is, the workers with whom the intellectuals sought to become partners in revolution had a historically specific process of proletarianization. 
Decimation of the Labor Movement
The undongkw?n's self-generated political culture ( these desires were expressed. Intellectuals' "infatuation with struggles," their emphasis on "political struggle," and their "ideological struggles" were often-used phrases. In tellectuals were anxious to engage in whatever form of struggle that they saw fit as soon as they set foot in a factory, to lead a protest into "political" struggle, and to justify such an act on ideological grounds. Once, a student/worker activist organized a strike only six months into his job at a factory, without organizing a union first (Yi In her memoir, Kim recalls the evening when she presided over a public rally to launch a nationwide workers' organization. The idea of a national organization was conceived by the upper echelon of S?nory?n leadership and had generated heated debates among various groups in the labor movement.
Many of these groups saw the plan as S?nory?n's attempt to gain hegemony within the labor movement. Unaware of this prevalent sentiment, Kim had worked hard to prepare for the rally, even rehearsing answers for questions that might be raised from the floor. Her speech ("Let's build a nationwide workers' organization and build a world where the workers become owners of society!") was greeted with cynical remarks and a barrage of questions from activists representing various ideological orientations. As Kim stood on the podium with hundreds of people staring at her, it occurred to her for the first time that she had not the slightest idea how to build such a world, much less what it meant to her.
She confidently shouted the slogan but had not probed into its meaning?that she had been yearning for such a world and the fact that the other people who shared the same vision had proposed it was sufficient ground for her to proclaim it publicly (1991, 
